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In [2] Kushner and Lipschutz replace Stallings’ axiom P, for a 
pregroup P,see [S], by a pair of weaker axioms and are still able to prove 
that P can be embedded in its universal group. They ask whether their 
axioms can be weakened further and still retain the embedding property. 
We show here that P, to P, together with their axiom [Q5] is sufficient 
to prove anormal form theorem. 
[Qs] Zf ab, bc, cd, and de are defined then at least one of abc, bed, and 
cde is defined. 
Note. After this paper was written Seymour Lipschutz sent me a copy 
of Kushner’s thesis [ 1] in which the same result asin this paper is proved. 
The additional axiom [K] was included in [2] to simplify theargument. 
The main difference between the present paper and both [l] and [2] is in 
the definition of FO which makes the arguments much shorter. It may also 
enable the same result tobe proved under the weaker axioms uggested 
in [2]. 
We refer to[2, 51 for the axioms P, to P, and their mmediate conse- 
quences, which we will use without explicit mention, and also for the 
definitions of reduced and fully reduced for aword X, and for the definition 
and notation X* A for interleaving. The appearance of X* A in a conclu- 
sion means that part of the conclusion s that X * A be defined. We use 
XZ Y to mean that X and Y are fully reduced and equivalent, thatis, Y
can be obtained from X by a succession of i terleavings. The equivalence 
class of X is denoted by(Xl. We use A, to denote a word with ai= 1 for 
all j# i. Thus 
[x,, . . xi, xi+ ‘, . .] *Ai= [x,, .  .  x,ai, a,:‘xi+ 1,. .I. 
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Lemma 3.A.2.9 of[S] and Lemma 3.3 of [2] no longer hold under our 
weaker hypotheses. We prove instead three propositions  interleaving 
and a series oflemmas and corollaries which are sufficient to give the main 
theorem. The reader may find it helpful to use diagrams as in [4] to 
interpret these results geometrically. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose X is fully reduced and X * Ai * A, is defined 
wherei#jthenX*Ai*AjisdefinedandequaltoX*Ai*Aj. 
Proof: This is clear for Ii- jl # 1. Suppose j=i+ 1. Applying [Q5] to 
the 5-tuple 
gives that ~,+,a,+ i is defined and the result follows. The proof or j= i- 1 
is similar. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose X is reduced and X * Ai * B, * Ci is defined then 
either X*A,B,*Cior X* Ai* BiCiisdefinedandequal to X* Ai* Bi*Ci. 
Proof: Applying [Q5] to the 5-tuple 
Xi+‘, 2 a,, a,: lx,: l, (x,a,) bi, ci 
gives that either a$, or bici s defined and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf X and X * Ai are reduced but X * Ai Y B, is not, then 
X * Bj is not reduced when i # j, and X * A,B, is not reduced when i = j. 
Proof: Let X * Ai= [y,, y,, . .I. By symmetry we can assume that 
yjpl(yjbj) isdefined. Ifi is not j-2, j- 1, j, or j+ 1 then x,-, = 
Yj-l,xj=Yj, and xj+l=Yj+l and the result follows. Suppose that 
i = j+ 1. Applying [Qs] to the 5-tuple 
Yj- 19 Yjbj, b,- ‘3 Yj+ I 7 a,<‘, 
gives that b,:’ yj+ 1 a,<jl is defined, that is, b,-‘xi+, isdefined. The result 
follows since xjP , = y,- i, and xj = yj. 
Suppose that i= j. Applying [Q5] to the 5-tuple 
Yj-13 Yjbj,b,“, Yjtl, (a,Y,+l)-l 
gives that b,:‘uJ:’ is defined and the result follows. 
Suppose that i= j- 1. Applying [Q5] to the 5-tuple 
yj~,~,~‘,,~j~l,Yj,bj,b,“Yj+l 
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gives that a,-, y,b, is defined, that is, xjb, is defined. Hence 
yip,(y,bi)= (xi... ‘a,~‘)((a,~‘,x,) bj)=(xj~Iaj~,)(a,~~‘,xjb~~)=xj~‘(xjbj). 
Moreover xl+ r =Yj+l SOb,plX,+l isdefined and the result follows. Finally 
suppose that i= j- 2. Applying [Qs] to the 5-tuple 
aj-2, .Y-I, Yjbj,b,“, Y,+I 
gives that ajp2 y,- ,(y,b,) isdefined, that is, xjp ,(x,b,) is defined. As before 
xi+, =yj+, so b;-‘xi+, isdefined and the result follows. 
Remark. If X is reduced but not fully reduced then by an inductive 
argument using Proposition 3 there is some j such that X * Aj is not 
reduced. Inthe terminology of [2] this is equivalent to X being splittable. 
LEMMA 1. Zfxa-’ is defined and [x, y] z [xaK’, y’] then y=a-‘y’. 
Proof: By Proposition 2 only two interleavings are required in 
the hypothesis, that is, xa-‘=(xb)c and y’=c-‘(b&‘y) for some b 
and c. Therefore b=x-‘xb=x ‘(xa~‘)c~‘=a~lc~’ and hence y= 
a-‘c -'(b-'y) = a-‘y’. 
COROLLARY 1. Let [Ix, y, . .I be fully reduced and let xa-’ be defined. 
Then [x, y, . .I z [xa-‘, y’, ...] ifand on/y ifa-‘y is defined and [y, . .] cz 
[aC’y’, . .I. 
In particular, putting a = 1, [x, y, . .] z [x, y’, . .] if and only if [y, . .] z
CY', . .I. 
Proof If [y, . .I z [a- ‘y’, . ..] and [x, y, . ..I is fully reduced then 
[x, y, . .] z [x, aC’y’, . .I E [xa-‘, y’, . .I. so (ii) implies (i). By Proposi- 
tion 1 we can assume in proving the converse that he interleavings Aj for 
j> 1 in the hypothesis have been done and the corresponding terleavings 
done in the conclusion, Theresult follows from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. If [x, y] z [x’, y’] and ax and ax’ are defined with [ax, y] 
fully reduced then [ax, y] z [ax’, y’]. 
Proof: As before there xist b and c such that x’ = (xb)c and y’ = 
c-‘(b-‘y). Applying [Qs] to the Stuple 
ax, x-‘, xb, c, y’ 
gives that axb or bc is defined. In the first case ax’ = a(xb)c = (axb)c and 
the result follows since y’= c-‘(bF’y). In the second case bc=x-lx’ and 
so ax’ = (ax) x-lx’ = (ax)(bc). Moreover y’ = (bc)-‘y, sothe result holds. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose ax and ax’ are defined with [ax, y, . .] filly 
reduced then [x, y, . .] z [x’, y’, . .I ifand only if [ax, y, . .I z [ax’, y’, . .I. 
Proof By symmetry we only need to prove implication in e direc- 
tion, and this follows inthe same way as the proof of Corollary 1 using 
Lemma 2 in place of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let [x, y] be fully reduced. If[bx, y] z [x’, y’] and ax’ and 
ab are dejked then [x, y] z [x”, y”] f or some xl’ and y” with abx” defined. 
ProoJ By Proposition 2 wecan assume that x’ = ((bx) a,) b, and y’ = 
6; ‘(a; ‘y). The result holds trivially if abxis defined. 
Suppose abx is not defined, then applying [Qs] to the 5tuple 
ab, b-l, bx, a,, a;‘y 
gives that xa, and hence bxa, is defined. If (ab)(xal) isdefined put x” = xal 
and y” = a;‘~, otherwise applying [Qs] to the 5-tuple 
ab, b-l, bxa,, b,, y’ 
gives that (xal) 6, is defined soput x” = (xal) b, and y” = b;‘(a; ‘y). Then 
x’ = b(xa,) b, = bx” and so ax’ = a(bx”) = abx”. 
COROLLARY 3. Let [x, y, . .I be fuZZy reduced. If[bx, y, . .] z [x’, y’, ...I 
and ab and ax’ are defined then [x, y, . .I z [x”, y”, . .] for some x”, y”, . 
with abx” defined. 
Proof This follows inthe same way as the previous corollaries. 
LEMMA 4. If ax is defined and if [x, y, . .I is fully reduced but [ax, y, . .I 
is not then (ax) y is defined and moreover [(ax) y, . .] is fully reduced. 
Proof. This is clear for words of length two, so consider [x, y, z, . .I. 
Since [ax, y, . .I is not fully reduced the Remark following Proposition 3 
shows that here is some j such that [ax, y, z, . .] *Ai is not reduced. 
Moreover since [x, y, z, . .] is fully reduced either j=1, or j= 2 and 
(ax)( ya,) is defined. 
If j= 1 then [(ax) a,, a;‘~, z, . . ] is not reduced, that is, either 
((ax) a,) a; ‘y and hence (ax) y is defined or(a; ‘y)z is defined. In the 
latter case applying [Q5] to the 5-tuple 
a -I, ax, a,, a,-‘y, z 
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gives that either xa, or (ax) y is defined. However, if xa, were defined then 
Cxa,, a;‘y, z.-I would not be reduced contradicting the hypothesis. If 
j=2 and (a x yu,) is defined then applying [Qs] to the 5-tuple )( 
a-‘, ax, yu,, u2 ‘, z
gives that (ax) y is defined. For the last part note that ((ux)y)z is never 
defined when [x, y, z, . .I is fully reduced otherwise [x, y, z, . .] zz 
[x(ux)-‘, (ax) y, z, . .I. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose [x, y, . .] is fully reduced and ax is defined then 
[;, y, ..:I z [a-‘, y’, . .] if and onfy if (ax) y is defined and [(ax) y, . .I z
) . . 
Proof. If (ax) y is defined and [(ax) y, . .I z [y’, . .I then 
[x, y, . .I z [x(ux)-1, (ax) y, . .] = [a-‘, (ax) y, . .I z [a-‘, y’, . .I. 
For the converse ince ax and aa- ’ are defined, by Corollary 2,[ax, y, . .] 
cannot be fully reduced so by Lemma 4, (ax) y is defined. Therefore 
[a-‘, y’, . .] 2z [x, y, . .] zz [x(ux)-‘, (ax) y, . .] = [u-l, (ax)y, . .I 
and the result follows bythe particular c se of Corollary 1.
LEMMA 5. If [x, y, . .I is ful1.y reduced but [a, x, y, . .] is not then 
[x, y, . .] z [x’, y’, . .I for some [x’, y’, ...I with ax’ defined. 
Proof: Suppose ax is not itself defined. By the Remark following 
Proposition 3 there is some j for which [a, x, y, . .I *Aj is not reduced. 
Since [x, y, . .] is fully reduced either j = 1 and (a; ‘x) y is defined, or j = 2 
and u(xuz) is defined. Inthe first case [x, y, . .I E [a,, (a;‘~) y, . .] with 
au, defined, and in the second [x, y, . .I z [xu,, a,‘~, . .] with u(xu2) 
defined. 
Henceforth we use only the lemmas and corollaries. 
We define for each a in P an action F, on the equivalence classes by
dividing into three mutually exclusive cases as follows. 
(i) If Xz [a-‘, y, . .I then 
Fo: {X> t-+ {CY, . .I>. 
with the convention that [ ] = [l] where 1 is the unit element of P. This 
is unambiguously defined, that is, [y, . .I is fully reduced and, by the 
particular c se of Corollary 1,[a-‘, y, . .I z [a-‘, y’, ..] gives [y, . .] z
CY’, . .I. 
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(ii) If the hypothesis of (i) does not hold and if Xz [x, y, . .I where 
ax is defined then 
Fa: {~}~{Cax,y,...l}. 
To show that his is unambiguously defined, we show first that [ax, y, . .I 
is fully reduced. Ifnot then by Lemma 4, (ax)y is defined and 
so [x, y, . .I z [x(ax)-‘, (ax)y, ..I = [a-‘, (ax)y, ..] contradicting he 
assumption that he hypothesis of (i) does not hold. Uniqueness i  given by 
Corollary 2. Note that F, {X} = {A’) by case (ii). 
(iii) If neither the hypothesis of (i) nor the hypotheses of (ii) hold 
and if Xz [x, y, -1 then 
F,: {X} - {[a, x, Y, . .I>. 
This is also unambiguously defined since [a, x, y, . .] is fully reduced by
Lemma 5 and uniqueness i  clear. 
We now prove 3.A.3.1 and 3.A.4.1 of [S] (Theorem 4.3 of [2]) under 
our hypotheses. 
THEOREM. If ab is defined then FO Fb = Fah. 
ProoJ: We consider the three possible definitions of Fb in the order 
above. 
Case 1. Xz [b-l, y, . .I. Then E;,(X) = {[v, ..I} and [v, ..] is not 
equivalent to [a-l, . .] oth erwise X is equivalent to [b-‘, a-‘, . .I and so 
not fully reduced. Therefore F,{[v, ..I} is given by (ii) or(iii). Moreover 
it is given by (ii) fand only if [y, ..] E [y’, . .] with ay’ defined, which is 
equivalent to [y, . .I FZ [a-‘(ay’), . .I. However, byCorollary 1 this holds if 
and only if Xz [b-la-‘, uy’, . .I. Thus 
F,f’,{J-) = {Cd, .-I > =I;rrdX} in case (ii) and 
FaFb{X} = { Ca, Y, -I> = Fu6(X) in case (iii). 
Case 2. Xz [x, y, -1 and Fb{X) = { [bx, y, . .I}. We consider the 
three definitions of Fa.
(i) [bx, y, . .] z [a--‘, y’, .  .] for some y’. By Corollary 2 this holds if 
and only if [x, y, . .] z [b-la-‘, y’, ..I in which case we have 
FaF,:X) = { Cv’, . .I> = F,,{W. 
(ii) Condition (i) does not hold but [bx, y, . .] z [x’, y’, ..I with ax’ 
defined. By Corollary 3 we may suppose that abx is in fact defined. 
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Moreover (ahx) y is not defined otherwise by Corollary 4, [hx, y, . .I z 
[a-‘, (abx)y, . .I and we are in case (i). Thus 
KJ,{~} ={Cab.& Y, ..I = K,{X). 
(iii) Neither (i) nor (ii) above hold. Then 
F,F,{X} = {[a, bx, y, ..I} = {C&x, Y, ..I> =c&-}. 
Case 3. F,,(X) = [h, x, y, . .I. Then since abis defined F,{ [b, x, y, . .I} 
is given by (i) or (ii) only. However, by Corollary 4, [b, x, y, . .I z 
[a-‘,~‘, y’, ..] for some x’, y’, .. if and only if (ab)x is defined and 
[(ub)x, y’, ..I z [x’, y’, ..] so 
F,Fb{X} = { Cak Y, . .I> =b?{~} in case (i), and 
F,Fb{Jq = {Cab, x Y, -I> = e&J} in case (ii). 
COROLLARY. Each element ofthe universal group U(P) is represented by 
a unique quivalence class of fully reduced words. 
Proof: This follows by a standard “van der Waerden” argument asfor 
example given in [S, pp. 27-281. 
The question raised in[2] whether the new generalizations have a 
Lyndon length function [3], remains open. 
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